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SIMULATION OF THE SSC REFRIGE1LVI'IONSYSTEM USING THE ASPEN/SP
PROCESSSIMULATOR

J. Rasson and Jay Dweck

Superconducting SuperCollider Laboratory*
2250 BeckleymeadeAvenue
Dallas, TX 75237

INTRODUCTION

The SSC Magnet must maintain at a super conducting temperature of 4 K. The
proposed refrigeration cooling processes consist of fairly simple closed cycles which take
advantage of the Joule-Thompson effect via a series of expansions and compressions of
helium gas which has been precooled by liquid nitrogen. The processes currently under
consideration consist of three cycles, the 20 K shield cooling, the 45 K helium refrigerator
and the helium liquefier. The process units which are to be employed are compressors,
turbines, expanders, mixers, flashes, two stream heat exchangers and multiple stream heat
exchangers. The cycles are to be operated at or near steady state.

Due to the large number of competing cooling sector designs to be considered and the
high capital and operating costs of the proposed processes, the SSC Laboratory requires a
software tool for the validation and optimization of the individual designs and for the
performance of cost-benefit analyses among competing designs. Since these processes are
steady state flow processes involvingprimarily standard unit operations, a decision was made
to investigate the application of a commercial process simulator to the task.

Several months of internal evaluations by the SSC Laboratory revealed that while the
overall structure and calculation approach of a number of the commercial simulators were
appropriate for this task, ali were lacking essential capabilities in the areas of thermodynamic
property calculations for cryogenic systems and modeling of complex, multiple strea1,_heat

•exchangers. An acceptable thermodynamicmodel was provided and a sez_iesof simple, but

*Operated by the Universities Research Association, Inc., for the U.S. Department of
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representative benchmark problems developed. The model and problems were provided to
three software vendors. Based on the results of the benchmark tests, the ASPEN/SP process
simulator was selected for future modeling work.

ENHANCEMENT OF THE ASPEN/SP PROCESS SIMULATOR

While ASPEN/SP process simulator has the basic flowshecting capabilities and unit
operation models required for this task, several enhancements were needed to facilitate
development of the SSC process models. These enhancements can be classified into three
categories: thermodynamic models, two-phase flash algorithm, and unit operation models.
Each is discussed below.

Thermodynamic Models

Unlike most chemical processes, the SSC cooling sector involves the flow of only
pure components. Essentially pure helium is the fluid used in the cycles, while pure nitrogen
is used external to the cycle to cool the helium to the maximum temperature at which
JouleThompson cooling can take piace. While the lack of mixtures should simplify the
physical property calculations, the peculiarities oi' helium ac_uaily lead to greater physical

property pxoblems than for even fairly complex chemical systems.

Nitrogen does not exhibit any unusual behavior and, as such, is "airly easily modeled
via conventional equations of state. For the purposes of this work, a highly accurate 32-term

variation of the BWR equation of state developed byIJacobsen is employed. This equation is
valid from 63.15 to 1900 K and pressures up to 10(30 bar. The uncertainties in the
calculated temperatures are under 0.5% while the enthalpy is within 3.0 joules/k-mole across

the entire range. Calculation times are fairly long owing to the difficult nature of the root
finding procedure for this equation.

Helium exhibits phase, enthalpy and transport behavior unlike any other substance.
Liquid helium forms two distinct phases, the normal fluid and the superfluid. The specific
heat decreases with temperature to about 2.5 K, then increases dramatically to the lambda
point (2.172 K), then decreases dramatically. The thermal conductivity of the normal fluid
actually decrea_s with decreasing temperature, which is similar to the behavior of a gas. On
the other hand, the thermal conductivity of the superfluid is so high, that bubble formation
cannc)t take piace during boiling. The superfluid also displays a behavior termed
superfluidity, where it acts as if it had zero viscosity.

To provide for 'die simulation of the proposed cycles, a physical property model
capable of accurately calculating the liquid and vapor phase fugacides, enthalpies, entropies
and densities of helium at temperatures from 9,8 K to 500 K and pressures up to

3,000,000 N/sqm is required. Since the majority of tile proposed designs operate above the
lambda temperature of helium (2.172 K), the f'wst model which was implemented is the well-
known 'zMcCarty model, distributed by the National Bureau of Standards. This model was
designed as a standalone program for the calculation of vapor and liquid helium properties.
While the model can accept various input specifications, the only specifications which are
useful tor ASPEN/SP are temperature and pressure.



When the temperature and pressure are specified, the model determines the phase of
the helium and returns a list of properties, including density, enthalpy, entropy and heat
capacity, In ASPEN/SP, however, the flash algorithm is responsible for determining the
phase of the system. In order to make this determination, the flash algorithm requires tile
fugacity and enthalpy of both the liquid and vapor phases at the specified condition. If the
system does not exist in one of the states at the condition, extrapolated hypothetical values
must be returned by the physical property models. Since the McCarty model is not designed
to return data for hypothetical phases, modifications had to be made.

The equation of state has multiple roots, :we of which represent either the actual or
extrapolated liquid and vapor roots. The root finding algorithm of the original McCarty
model, which employs a Newton-Raphson approach, is not robust enough to locate the

extrapolated root in the general case. The cause of this problem was isolated to the division of
the temperature-pressure plane into four regions, each with different coefficients, to enhance
the accuracy of the model. The function is not smooth across the boundaries, limiting the
effectiveness of the Newton-Raphson algorithm when the boundaries arc crossed. This
problem was solved by modifying the Newton-Raphson algorithm to use the analytical
derivatives to calculate an approximate next value of the iteration variable, then recalculating
the derivative numerically via finite difference between the new point and the original point.
This derivative then is used by the Newton-Raphson technique to determine the actual new

value. This approach while only slighdy slower does eliminate the wbusmess problems.

For temperatures below the lambda point, a proprietary model developed by Air
Products was implemented. This model also appears to perform reliably above the lambda
point, 'although errant phase determinations did result when applying this model near the
critical point. This problem was not observed with the ASPEN/SP implementation of the
McCarty model. The two models are implemented in such a fashion that the user can select
either model by setting a single input parameter.

Two.Phase Flash Algorithm

The-two phase flash algorithm contained in ASPEN/SP is extremely robust and

efficient for a wide variety of chemical systems over broad ranges of temperature and
pressure. However, in order to accommodate the temperature range encountered in the
proposed cooling sector designs and the temperamental nature of the McCarty thermodynamic
model, two minor modifications were required. First, the lower temperature bound was
changed from 50 K to 2. 1 K. (For the later work, the bound was lowered to 0.5 K.)

Second, functions were developed to aid in the generation of initial temperature estimates for
specified pressure - enthalpy flashes.

The initial estimate functions are necessary because of the highly irregular nature of
the enthalpy of the hypothetical vapor root solution to the McCarty equation. In certain
circumstances, the enthalpy of the hypothetical vapor actually will deca'ease with increasing
temperature. This can cause the erroneous calculation of a high temperature vapor instead of a
low temperature liquid at: a particular pressure and enthalpy if a poor initial temperature
estimate is selected. The initial estimate functions are based on regressed fits of the saturated
liquid and vapor enthalpies of helium as a function of pressure.



Un|t Operation Models

In addition to the two-phase flash algorithm enhancement described above, three unit
operation enhancements were required to simulate the proposed designs. These three
enhancementsinvolve the development of usersubroutinesto facilitate off-design calculations
with the turbine, robustness improvements for the two stream heat exchanger and the
development of a multiple stream heat exchanger model. Each of these enhancements is
discussed below.

When a turbine is operated at other than the design pressures and flow rate, the
efficiency is differentfrom the design efficiency. This variationin efficiency is described via
a turbinecurve. The usersubroutines function by calculating the inlet nozzle diameter for the
turbine at the design condition, assuming choke flow. The efficiency in off-design conditions
then is computed as a fraction of the design efficiency via a look-up of a turbinecurve at the
desired condition, given the inlet nozzle diameter. A subroutinewhich calculates the speed of
sound in heliumwas developed to facilitate this calculation+

The two-stream heat exchanger algorithm needed minor enhancements to handle
cet_in types of phase transitions in the helium and to facilitate heat leak calculations. For
chemical systems involving mixtures, the r,ystem must pass through a two-phase region
between the vapor and liquid states. For pure components, however, a supercritical fluid
which is at a pressure above the critical pressure, and is cooled at constant pressure can
undergo an immediate transition to a saturatedliquid without passing through the two-phase
region. This behavior is observed in several of the heat exchangers and necessitated a
modification to the two stream heat exchanger phase transition logic. The exceedingly low
temperaturesand odd geometries of the heat exchanger necessitate a provision for heat leak
calculations. A capability to specify either a positive or negative heat leak as a fraction of the
total heat transferredwas added to the two-streamheat exchangermodel.

A significant amount of effort was expended in the design of a multiple stream heat
exchanger algorithm. Multiple stream heat exchangers are quite complex, involving the
splitting of each feed stream into a numberof flows which are exchanged in a countercurrent
fashion against the opposite feed streams in a series of channels. Each hot stream flow
contacts two cold stream flows simultaneously and visa versa. A certain fraction of the heat
exchangerareas is devoted to each type of exchange.

Two algorithms were designed to model these exchangers. The first considers fl_e
area distribution inside the exchanger and simultaneously calculates the various types of
exchanges, combining the outlet flows to achieve the final temperatures. The second is a
highly simplified algorithm, referred to as the lumped-approach, which considers the
exchanger to be a series of two stream heat exchangers. At the cold side, the coldest feed
stream ksheated against the combined hot streams, until the streamreaches the temperature of
the next coldest feed stream. At this point, the two cold streams together are heat exchanged
against the combined hot streams. The hot streams are treated analogously. That is, the
hottest stream is cooled against the combined cold streams until the stream reaches the
temperature of the next hottest stream. At this point, the two hot streams together are
exchanged against the combined cold strearns.

For the purposes of this work, the simplified, lumped-approach algorithm was
adopted. This approach imposes a number of limitations upon the model, including the
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uniformityofoutlettemperaturesoneachside,thespecificationofa singleheattransfer
coefficientforallphaseregimes,imprecisedeterminationofpinch-pointco,_.ditions,and
limitedapplicabilitytooff-designandratingsituations.Independentsp_:cificationof
pressuresandphysicalpropertymethodologyforindividualstreamsareallowedandhave
beenimplemented.

Thealgorithmwhichhasbeenimplementedhasagreatdealofflexibility,allowingthe
specificationofeitherthehotorcoldstreamoutlettemperature,theexchangerduty,the
minimvsnapproachtemperatureortheoverallexchangerarea.The algorithmbeginsby
calculatingtheoverallheatdutyandtemperatureatwhicheachofthestreamsoneitherside
begintoparticipateintheheatexchange.The firstthreetypesofspecificationsthenare
straightforward,involvingnoiterativecalculations.The overallheatdutyistheprimary
iterationvariablefortheminimum approachandareaspecifications.The heatdutyis_,
superioriterationvariabletothetemperatureduetothelinearnatureoftheconvergenceand
theeliminationofconvergencedifficultiesassociatedwithphasetransitionsofpure
components.

The multiple stream heat exchanger algorithm has performed very weil, converging
reliably and efficiently for ali of the cases which have been tried. Ali of the specification
options have been exercised and shown to produceconsistent results.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION

While most of thecooling sectordesigns which have been simulated are proprietary,
the simulationof a sample design can be discussed. Figure 1 is a simulation flowsheet of the
combined 20 K shield and 4 K refrigerator for the sample design. This flowsheet contains
ten two stream heat exchangersand assorted compressors,turbinesand heaters. The nitrogen
precoolinghas been neglected and the multiple stream heat exchangers have been represented
as groupsof two stream heat exchangers.

The ASPEN/SP input file for this simulation is contained in Figure 2. The special
cryogen physical propertyoption set has been employed. The simulation is performed in
rating mode, with the areas of each of the heat exchangers being specified. Since the
flowsheet forms a series of complex loops, tear streams have been specified and estimated
flow rates and phase conditions specified. The tear streams are to be converged
simultaneously.

Representative simulation results are contained in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 is a plot
of the temperature profile in heat exchanger EXR5, which subcools a high pressure liquid
stream against a low pressure vapor stream. The pronounced+curvature of the hot stream
cooling curve results from the unusual temperature variation of the helium heat capacity in the
near-critical region. Figure 4 is a plot of the temperature difference profile in exchanger
EXR5. The peak in this curve results from the curvature of the hot stream cooling curve.
Figure 5 is an excerpt of the stream report for the simulation which contains the hot outlet
stream from exchanger EXRS. The tear streams were converged in nine overall flowsheet
iterations in approximately four hours on a 16 MhZ, .386 PC.



Figure 1,Simulationflowsheetof combined20K shieldand4K refrigerator,



NEW
;:NAIL (ON BATCHJOI;DO YOUUNiT PHIL(Y), HOTIFY(II) Y/H) _,H
; :04.0ID'qlAS8
; :NEVIDxBASE
;:DEDETE FILES (EXCEPT_LOG,HIS .REP .INP G BUILDS PLD; Y/N/G) "Y
;:VERSION (REFERSTO TEST(Y) OR PROPOUCTION(II))uN
;:WILD A NEUINPUTTRANSLATOR(Y/M)_
;:PDF LENGTII(_00 KAX) a 250
;:QUEUE (II:SATCII 2, S;SYSSBATCH,li:HIGli SPED)sS
;:SUSMIT (Y IF IMHEDIATE, li IF SPECIFYINGTIIqE)uY
;:IU[Y a USRPP1A ARG• CRYOG_
;:Era VAX/V_

TITLE oS_MPI.IFIEOCRYOGENICHFRIGERATIONCYCLE'

DESCRIPTIOR&
o SSC REFERIGERATIONCYCLEBASECASESPECIFIEDUA. IRTEG_TEDUA*

HISTORY HSG-LEVEL PROPERTIEIIa2 STRENqsu8
U- CONTROL/MX-ERROaSu200

IN-UNITS Sl P_tESuATM
OUT-UNITSSI PRESuATN
I

ccIqI:_NENTSNITROGEN NITROGEN/ HELIUM HIE-4

PI_I_RTIES SYSQPI?

FILES USRPP1A CRYOGEN

PROP-SOURCES
GLORAL CRYOGENCONI_uALL

FORMULAHELIUN I_

DEF-STREAMSCQNVEIIALL / HF.ATOR'_A01110OSlA OSIlII QS1COS1D

FLOUSHEET4[
IILOCIC SPLITUIII !11u246 OUT• 256 236
BLOC[ EXR5 iN " 171), 182 OUT• 172 128
BLOCK EXPI IN * 118 OUT• 170
6LOCX EXit4 Ill • 116 128 OUT• 118 126
BLOC[ SPL|T1 Eli • 114 OUT• 11_ 11_
BLQ(_C EXL_A 114• 11_ 17.6 OUT • 116A 124
BLOCK EXR3il IN • 11&i ?..36 OUT• 1168 235
BLOCICMtX1 III" 116A 116B OUT" 116
BLOCK EXR2 IN • 112 120 OUT • 114 t22
BLOC[ RIA Ill • 122 OUT• 120 _A
BLOCX Rlll IN • 110 OUT" 112 QR1B
BLOCK COHIP45 ill • 120 OUT'a 110

FLOWSHEET 201C
SLOCICEXS2A Sli • 20_.A220A OUT= 244A 222.4
BLOCK E)(S2/_ IN " 2021123411" CUT • 2¢6112328
8LOC1CEXS2C IN • 212A 220B OUT• 210A 22211
SLOCI( EXS2D IN s 21211234A- OUT • 21_,8 232A
BLOC[ MIXC1 IN ,, 222A 22211 OUT• 222

Figurc2. ASPEN/SP simulation input file.



BLOCK SPLITC2 iN u 2_A OUTu 23_A 23_B
eLOClC N!X¢2 IN u 232A 2326 OUTu 232
BLOCK SPLITC1 IN • 2Z/. OUT• 224A 22&8
BLOC3( SPLITH1 IN • 242 OUTu 242A 242B
BLOCK #IXH1 IN u 2t_A 2&&B OUTu 24&
|LOCK SPLITH2 IN • 212 OUT • 212A 2129
BLOCK #lXlt2 IN • 214A 21&B OUTa 214
BLOCK EXS3 IN u 21& 256 OUTn216 254
DLOCX SIA |N u 222 OUT• 220 OS1A
BLOCK SlD Iii _ 210 OUT • 212 OSlO
|LOCI( SlC _'_._• 232 OUT• 230 OSlC
BLOCK SlO iii a 240 OUT• 242 OSID
ILOCK CCHP7 iii • 220 OUT• 210
BLOCK COMP6 IN 0230 OUT • 240
|LOCX NIXTUR| Iii a_ 235 OUT • 234
BLOCK 17_63 IN u 244 OUT • 246

, ;|LOCKS PARAGRAPH4K REFER

• BLOCKSPLITUIII FSPLIT
FRACZS6 .6521
|OPT Hl. RESULTSaO

;
ILQCK EXITS I_ATX

; _Lq'gUTi iiE UllOal
P/UUUI S 0 AREA•4.1343 DPC--O.01 DPH•-O.OS

; FLASH'SPECS172 I_•1 0H'2
FLASH"SPECS 128 iiPK•l KPH_I
REPOttT CURVES

BLOCK[EXP1 COHPR
PAItAPt TYPI[-3 PitES_.O5 |S•.t377

I,.OC_ EXR4 NEATX
; SU|ROUTI1_ UIEO_
P_Ultl $ 0 AREA-20.1219 DPC"-.01 UPII•-.1
O¢]PT RESTAIITnO
FLASH"SPE'_.S118 iiPl("l KPH'I
FLASH'SPECS126 NPK"I KPH'I
REPORT CUtVES

BLOCK NiX1 MIXER

|LOCi( EXR3A HEAI_
; SUOROUT! ms UHEO2N
PARAM 5 0 AREAo|O,T2_Y_ DPCs-,02 DPH•-,1
FLASH"SPECS11_ NPIC'I K1_•1
FLASH"SPECS124 HPK•I KPH"I
REPORT CURVES

|LOCX EXR3| HEAT)(
; SUIIROUTI MEUHEO2N
PARAH 5 0 AREA•S,5104 DPC".02 DPH•'.I
FLASH"SPECS116| iiPIC•1 KPN•l
FLASH",_°ECS235 MPK'I I_oH"I
REPORT CURVES

BLOC_ SPLIT1 FSPLIT
FnAC 114| .34973
i_PT ItMg-RESIJLTSuO

Figure 2. ASPEN/SP simulation input file (continued).



BLOCK EXR2 HEATX
; SUORQUTI NE UHEO2N
PAAAM 5 0 AREA..§9.6061 ope--.02 DPH--.1
FLASH-SPECS114 HPl(x1 I(PNxl
FLASH-SPECS122 NPK,I _Nsl
REPORT CURVES

IILOI_ R1A HEATER
PARAN PRESa-.04 TENI_]O0.

BLOC)( Rlll HEATER
P_.A/I P_Sa-. 1 TF.MP'_O.

liLC)CXCCI4P45 HEATER
PARAN PRESs'IS TEMP=300.

;BLOCKSPARAGRAPH_ REFER

|LOCZ EXS2A HEAT)(
; SUmUXntHEUHEO2U
PAR_ 5 0 AREA,,6.2137 OP¢,,-.OS OPH--.I
FL_N-SI_CS 222A _-1 I(PI_I
FLASH'SPECS2A&A liP[s| ICPHxl
REPOT CURVES

IIL(XX EXS211 HEATX
;SUOm3UTINEUl_O2U
PNU_ $ 0 AREA'119.0_6 DPC"'.O] DPH".I
FLASH"SPECS_ NI_C"I I(_"1
FLASH"SPECS2/_1 MPICml iO)N,I
REPORT CURVES

BLOCX EXS2C HEAT)(
; SUUOJT| HE UMO2N
PARdi 5 0 UEA,,_O.t_ O_,,-.OS DP_--.05
FLASH-SPECS222S HPK.,I I0_1
FLASH"SPECS21&A MPtC"I ICPN"t
REPORTCURVES

BLOCK EXS2D HEATX
; UROUT ! NE UHEO2N
PAP.AN5 0 AREAxS°6_," DPCw-.03 OPHm-_OS
FLASlI-SI_CS 22_7.A NI_a_ ICPHel
FLASH'SPECS2140 NPd(m| ICPHal
REPORT CURVES

BLOCXSPLITC1 FSPLIT
FKAC2241 .9O

OOPTHMII'RESULTSxO

llLOCICSPLiTC2 FSPLIT
FRAC234il o9_95

BOPTHI4_-RESULTSeO

IILOCICSPLITH1 FSPLIT
FRM: 2421 .9/AO

IK)PT ItMB-RESULT$oO

Figure 2. ASPEN/SP simulation input file (continued).
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BLOC3CSPLITH2 FSPLIT
FRAC21ZA .9094

BOPTHMIEI-RESULTS80

BLOCKNIXH1 MIXER ':

BLOCKHI,C1 #iXER

BLOCKM|XH2 NIXER

' IILOIX NIXC?.HIXI_

BLOCXEXS] IRATX
;SlAROJ11NEU_O;m
PAAAJI5 0 ARF.AmlS.$OM)DPC'" .02 OPN'".05
FLASH'SPECS2S& lIPl(m1 KPHml
FLASH'SPECS216 NPKm| ICPH'I

BLOCK S1A HEATER
PARAN PRESm"_OS TEHPm$O0.

BLOCK S|i HEATER
PA_Ui F_EP'. 1 TEHP_O.

lOCI( SlC HEATER
PARAN I_ESa..OS TENP.]O0o

ilLOCX SlD HEATER
PAAMI PRUt". 1 T_.

aLOCX_ HEAT.
PARAfl _Cl1[S4o2 TENP-300.

BLOCX MtXTUH III XI_

RLOCKCOMP7 HF.ATR
PARAH PRi[Ss2.? TENh300.

RLOCX_JR_
PARH4 TYPE"$ ES'.76 PRES'2' 1

;STREAMPARAGRAPH

;STREJUI 236 PAESs2.1 TI[HPm16.75 KASS-FL(X_.1319
; HOLE-FRAC HELIUN 1o0

STREAM 182 PRESm.8 TEl,lIP,,].996 HASS-FLOW=•2&B92
HOLE-FR.ACHELIUH |.0

STREAM 1'!2 PRES-I_'.9 TF.MP:_O HASS-FLQU=. 24892
NGLE-FRACHELIUM 1.0

STREAM 114, PRES,m17'.8 TEHPuZS.§ HASS-FLOb':.24892
IqOLE-FRACHI-.L]UM 1.0

e

STREAM 116 PRES"17'.7 TENP_17.S KASS-FL01_.2_892

Figur_ 2. ASPEN/SP sim,lation input file (continue,d).
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5.1 ....
H H H

5.0-- H H ._.
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Figure3.Plo,_ofTem_ra.|Ltr¢Profile inH¢at ExchangerEX.R.5.
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Figure4. Plot of Temperatttre Difference Profile in Heat Exchanger EXR5.
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ASPEN/SPRun On. 9/ 4187 bY JSOStmuLition Page 178
ASPEN/SRVersion 1.5 Retusecl Oy JSO,.lnc., De_er, CotorKlo m JUNE30, 1985

SIMPLIFIED CRYOGENICREFRIGERATIONCYCLE
STREAMSECTION

256 236 172 12B
FLOWDETAILS 256 236 172 128

IlllllllUIli_l_lll_l_ Illl

_NT FLOWS,1049L/SEC>
o (_ ii e e o o e o m e eoow _ e i e o e e e o e ee8, • e, • • •

N_TROGEN 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0
HELIUM 0.0617 0.0329 0.0621 0.0621

ee_. o,i e, ,., I .......o.,u e,,oeooo_._e .,,. ,,.... ,, i,

TOTAL 0.0617' 0.0329 0.0621 0,0621

PHASESPLITS
o o . mu o oo4, w_,ooee ooetoe o eooe m • m oi m

VAPOr FRACTION_OLE BASIS) 1.0000 1.0000 0.0 1.0000
L|GUID FRACTION4gOl,.E IASIS_ MISSING MISSING 1.0000 0.0
_ID FRACTION,4K)(LE |ASIS_ MISSING MISSING 0.0 0.0

INTENSIVEPROPERTIES
_, Q t e., _, o o m o o_, o e ,,. o,,_ d, -. o. e o - _ _ • •.

TEMPERATIAtE_() I6.7322 16.7'322 4.5034 4.8731
PRESSURE,_,_TI_ 2.1000 2.1000 2.0000 0.7990
MOLECULARWEIGHT 4.0030 4.0030 4.0030 4.0030
ENTHALPY<J/lO¢OI.) - .5856,?..07 •. 58562*07 • .62110.07 • .61100.07
ENTROPY,cJII(MOL-t:_ • .66360.05 - .66360*05 •. 11112.06 • .85263*05
DENSITY (_/_ 1.5445 1.5/,45 31,1068 2.3222

Figure 5. Excerpt of the stream report for the simulation that contains hot water outlet stream from EXR5.
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CONCLUSIONS

Ourworkhasdemonstratedthatreliable,predictivesimulationmodelsofthecooling
sectorof theSSC canbe developedwithASPEN/SP. Verificationand preliminary
optimizationofindividualdesignsalsohasprovenfeasibleviathesimulationmodels.
Finally,thesimulationmodelshaveprovenusefulfortheperformanceofrudimentarycost-
benefitanalysesofcompctinp,processdesigns.Theabilitytoperformmeaningfuloff-design
andoptimizationstudiesissomewhatlimiteddueprimarilytotheinadequaciesofthemultiple
streamheatexchangerandcompressor-turbineunitoperationmodels.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Whilethemodelingworkhasbeensuccessfulandhasservedmostofthedesired
purposes,afewadditionalenhancementswouldprovequiteusefulforprocessoptimization
andstudyingtheperformanceatoff-designconditions.Thefirstoftheseenhancementsisa
simplifiedequationofstateforheJium,whichexecutesfasterthantheMcCartymodelwithno
significantlossofaccuracy.AirProductshasdevelopedaproprietaryimplementationofsuch
amodel,althoughathoroughstudyoftheaccuracyandrobustnessofthemodelhasnotyet
beenperformed.A seconddesirableenhancementisacompressor-turbinemodelwhichis
capableofperformingfairlysophisticatedratingcalculations,includingthepredictionof
chokeflowconditionsandoff-designefficiencies.Suchamodelisessentialforoff-design
si3ulations.A thirdrecommendedenhancementistheadditionofanaxialheatconduction
calculationtothetwos_eamheatexchanger.Axialconductionissignificantduetothe
geometryofthecryogenicexchangersemployed.A finalrecommendedenhancementisa
morerigorousmultiplestreamheatexchangermodel,whichconsiderstheareadistribution
insidetheexchanger.Suchamodelwouldbeveryusefulinoptimizingheatexchanger
designandinpredictingoff-designperformance.
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